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WHO ARE WE?
AND WHY ARE WE NOT WHO WE WERE?
CULTURAL CONFUSION IN AMERICA — PART 1
PREFACE
As we saw in our previous issue, which focused
on Islam as a cultural threat to both the U.S. and
Western Civilization (WCIV), the cultural scale is not
one which we grasp easily. Combining, as it does, so
many of our conscious and subconscious motivations and
judgments, its complexity is far greater than that which
we encounter in our usual national and international
problems. And yet, concealed within this complexity
we often find startlingly simple facts and the multiple
ironies or contradictions that mark our human condition.
In the course of our development from a few
17th century religiously inspired colonies to global
superpower (formerly, but no longer, sole) we have
thought of ourselves first as residents of colonial
towns/settlements; then of states and regions; and,
finally, as a nation. In recent years, as our experience
of war and technology increased and as we found
ourselves forced to engage in political, economic and

social contact with other populations and cultures,
we expanded the historical boundaries of our national
identity by membership in a variety of global/regional
organizations that our government and/or other sectors
of our society deemed necessary to improve our pursuit
of commercial, diplomatic, military and financial success.
The number of these agencies, boards, commissions and
treaties, as well as co-operative, developmental and
exchange programs, has grown rapidly and steadily, and
at the top is the United Nations which can lay reasonable
claim to being “the mother of all bureaucracies”.
In citing Islam as a threat to our culture and to
WCIV we are drawing some important lines of distinction
as to what kinds of human behavior our global society
will permit. And we are also drawing a line in time
between our past and our future, a line that says our
present cannot be a passive one, but rather that national
and global forces exist that require us to think in terms

IN THIS ISSUE: We examine some roots and consequences of America’s current cultural
confusion as well as our inability to deal with them.
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and their cause and effect, in our society; and we will update some concerns from previous issues.
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of defending our WCIV.
Looking back over our brief
history, three occasions stand out when
our existence and identity were threatened
so strongly that we had to take such action.
The first was our Civil War when the issue
of slavery divided the country in many ways
and put at risk our process of westward
political/territorial expansion and our
national belief in “manifest destiny” which
fueled and guided it.
The other two lines we drew when
we entered WWs I and II. They assured a
leading role for the US in world affairs
which became a dominant one when we
initiated the atomic age in 1945. Then,
for a brief time, we spoke glowingly
of our civilization’s future, but the
immediacy of lesser concerns took over,
and we returned to the always present
and increasingly numerous problems of
armaments, borders, religious/political
strife, currency values, energy sources,
etc. The really important ones which were
civilizational in their scale, and required
commensurate efforts to solve, such as
population, the environment, immigration,
resource depletion and species loss, went
unattended.
The time of their neglect is now
over, and one by one, although sometimes in
unison if we pay attention, they are telling
us that they will not go away merely because
we pretend they do not exist. They are
with us and their effects are intensifying,
mostly because we ignore them.
*

*

*

In this issue, as we examine a variety of
threats to our culture, we must always keep
in mind that all cultures, ours included,
have been stages of ascent and descent in
the larger, unfolding tales of civilizations
and world history ! For example, the
rich archaeological evidence of the
Mediterranean area reveals how succeeding
cultures were layered over former ones,
sometimes so closely that early walls
and buildings became foundations for
construction by later groups.
Richard Heinberg, founder of
the Post Carbon Institute, in his recent
book, Afterburn, asks the one, supremely
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important question that we have not dared
to ask. Can we assure:
“that the world of ideas will go on
without us: that our descendants
will continue to compose music,
invent tools, refine scientific
knowledge, and write histories,
extending into the indefinite future
the cumulative, constantly evolving
universe of signs, symbols and
skills that enriched our lives”?1
This question is unthinkable and
unaskable because it places us with, or
perhaps only a step or two behind, the
vanished cultures of Easter Island, the
Lascaux caves and the Mayan jungles.
Cultural death does not appear on our
action scale; but just beyond it lies the
abyss of civilizational and species collapse.
How can such a thing happen ? Why
do we only now make mention of this ?
Because we are at a time when many of the
attitudes and numbers that influence our
culture are reaching levels where the
benefits they seemed to offer in the past
are greatly diminished and are beginning to
impose penalties upon our society for our
abuse of them.
This tension between our cultural
past and present expresses itself in our
society as social, economic and political
contradiction. When it was written, our
Constitution was deemed the primary
source for dealing with the contradictions
inherent in the open democracy created
by our founders. But times have changed,
and America now finds itself facing
the existential problems caused by our
growing divisions with a government that
many citizens, as well as politicians from
both parties, regard as “broken”.
In our democracy it was envisaged
that government could and would be
changed as the result of popular opinion
expressed through our electoral system
by each citizen’s individual vote. For most
of our history, while revealing occasional
and repairable failures, this has worked,
but two recent developments have greatly
compromised the voters’ influence on their
government.
First and foremost, has been

the increasingly generous amounts and forms of
compensation Congress has established for itself,
thereby creating a new class of permanent, full time
political representation marked by multiple re-elections
over many years. These tighten control of government in
the hands of incumbents and raise the costs of electoral
challenges.
The other dominant factor in bringing about our
“broken” government has been the enormous expansion
in Washington of the presence and influence of lobbyists
representing a very broad array of special interests.
These two elements are not “either/or”. Quite to the
contrary, they are closely related, as the lobbyist groups
directly influence legislative process and compensation.
*

*

dislocations — some minor or gradual; others major or
sudden — but all will be exacerbated by a Muslim, or any
other, fertility rate of 6 births per family. This last is
important. Population numbers are numbers regardless
of their religion or ethnicity, whereas impacts of
population growth by culture can vary widely.
Again, population projections are by their nature
remote, but there seems to be a consensus from multiple
sources that the U.S. is heading towards a mid-century
population of around 500 million and close to a billion
turning into the next century. For Islam, population is
not a matter of community, government or individual
concern. It is an aspect of religious belief/practice
ordered by the divine text of the Quran. It is a very
important part of what Islam is and does, and will not
be dissuaded by the environmental or cultural interests
of “infidel” (i.e. non-Muslim) groups whether religious,
national or regional.
On the `world scale, our planet now has a
population of about 7 billion which most sources expect
to stretch to 9.5 or 10 billion by 2100. These numbers
do not reflect the possibility of a global Muslim
expansion; nor do they consider such unpredictable,
natural dislocations as regional water loss, crop
failures, marine and insect species collapse and other
events capable of disrupting the food chain on which we
rely for our sustenance.
Whatever combination of natural and human
interactions may occur in the rest of our century, it is
certain that Islam’s aggressive and religious population
model will wreak considerable havoc upon other systems
accustomed to cooperative planning and methods.
And there is an almost ultimate irony here in
that the same population excess that fuels and drives
Islamic expansion/conquest, carries the seeds of
Islam’s own destruction as it accelerates the decline
of resource levels available to our world and economy.
Our 21st century will be a time of “more people chasing
fewer resources” — a time when it will be increasingly
dangerous to have religious beliefs determine resource
availability and use; and a time to recognize that our
planet’s ability to support life and civilization in their
present forms and numbers is limited.

*

To answer our questions of how civilizational
collapse can occur and why we mention it, we will return
to the topic of our previous chapter — Islam as a cultural
threat — and employ specific numbers to illustrate its
potential to menace our society. Estimating future, and
even present, population numbers is not an exact science.
They depend largely upon erratic human behavior involved
in politics, procreation, economics, warfare, science/
technology, public health and, of course, religion; and it
is not surprising that Islam differs markedly from our
WCIV in its attitude and practice in these areas.
Any future projection must have a starting point
in the past or the present. For our effort to illustrate
the consequences of Islamic growth upon our culture we
use the figure of 7 million Muslims presently living in
the US2 with each family having an average fertility rate
of six children. Both of these assumptions are not only
realistic, but may be conservative considering Islam’s
current global population paradigm.
From 2015 to the beginning of the next century
represents a span of just under three generations.
At our present population of 320 million, Muslims (7
million) represent about 2% of our total, but as our
overall fertility rate is about a third of the Muslim
rate (2 children per family as opposed to 6), it can be
expected that the Muslim share of the total will grow
over time so that a US population of a billion by the end
of the century could be 42% Muslim.3
These numbers will not play out statistically in
a manner consistent with the physical, social, economical
and environmental circumstances of our time. Rather,
they will both reflect and drive the drastically different
circumstances that will occur in the remainder of this
century. We can expect more of some things and less
of others. Population, pollution and high food prices
are “mores”; the availability of water, arable land and
natural resources will be “less”. There will be other

*
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*

*

We must also recognize that we have a cultural
carrying capacity in our country and that the continuing
influx in their recent numbers of members of a culture
as alien as Islam will bring a tipping point after which
our culture will be overwhelmed and deprived of its
historical resiliency.
With a growing and uncontrolled Islamic
presence in America we will have to confront two very

powerful forces — unrelenting numbers and a faith
that tolerates no competition.
In all parts of the
world Christians, Jews and other beliefs engage in
efforts towards greater understanding, ecumenism, the
combination of texts and services, as well as outreach
to members of sexual and racial minorities and to the
vast numbers of those who live in poverty. At best, it’s
accurate to say that Islam is underrepresented in these
activities and will not change at our request.
Expanding Islam presents the external threat of
a violent and authoritarian belief system being inserted
into our culture. In August it was reported in Bangladesh
that for the fourth time this year an online blogger had
been killed by suspected members of a Muslim militant
group, Ansarullah Bangla Team. In this recent attack
several men gained access to 28-year old Niladri Niloy’s
apartment and hacked him to death, ostensibly because
“he had a Facebook account in which he criticized radical
Islamists at home and abroad” 4 ; nor should we forget
the tale in our July issue of Christians thrown overboard
from a boat by Muslims following a religious argument ?
These two examples of religiously motivated
killings result from differences of opinion which
we guarantee under our Constitution, but which is
considered as the basis for reasonable homicide by
Islamic extremists. How will these two very opposite
cultural attitudes be resolved in an America with
a Muslim population of 7 million and growing ? Our
customary answer is that “it can’t happen here”, but that
no longer holds. We have already experienced Muslim
violence that has defied our culture (i.e., 9/11, Fort
Hood, et al) and we can be assured that not only can it
happen here, but that it will.
How will we react ? As citizens ? As “a nation
of laws” ? As a proclaimed open/tolerant society ? As
Constitutionalists ? As Jews, Christians or members
of the church of your choice ? The religious killer in
America today, if taken into custody, tried and convicted,
will then face either life imprisonment or a death penalty
that will allow an appeal procedure of 20 years or more.
In such a process the influence of government, media,
religious, political and academic institutions will be
felt, and often in contradictory ways.
But who will speak for America’s culture ? Who
will say that our freedom of religion is something we
value because of its ability to expand our religious
experience, and we will not allow others to use it
against us ? Who will say that Islam’s teaching based in
the Quran is so antithetical to our values and history
that an uncontrolled and expanding Islamic population
constitutes a grave threat to our WCIV culture ? Our
culture, which has come upon hard times in recent years,
is generally, but not always, something of which we can
be proud. But who will defend it ?

These are questions which all failed societies
would not, or could not, answer. They are ones to which
answers could have readily been heard at a 19th century
village bandstand concert or at Chicago’s 1876 World’s
Fair. Such answers were likely to be offered by readers
of H.W. Longfellow’s poetry; by those who sang the
words and listened to the music of George M. Cohan; by
WW I and II youths on their way to enlistment centers; by
families visiting our national parks and monuments such
as Mt. Rushmore and Williamsburg, VA; and even by 1930s
dust bowl farmers pressured by drought, depression
and banks.
Our culture, troubled by serious conflicts
at a time when we fail it and it fails us, deserves our
attention.

CULTURAL AMERICA, 2015
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Like a fabric, our culture is composed of many
threads aligned both vertically and horizontally that
provide strength and allow it to move in any direction.
This movement may be so agonizingly slow or so
startlingly quick that our cultural antennae fail to
register it; and whether by large shifts, or small, our
relation to our culture has become passive rather than
intentional.
We must go back for a moment to those critical
fifteen years of our founding from the D of I in 1776
to the ratification of the Bill of rights in 1791. The
thirteen colonies that bound themselves together by
the Constitution had existed independently for about
150 years with different economies, populations, debts,
religions, currencies, laws and leaders.
In the process of coming together, these many
differences had to be viewed and treated as subordinate
to the needs of the new nation. This was no small feat.
Times were tough during and after our Revolutionary
War; labor was hard and hours long; and our founders
fought bitter battles over many of the issues that our
new federal government had to resolve. Probably, the
one factor that enabled our founders and our nation to
survive these differences was that, despite its being host
to various nationalities (i.e., English, French, Swedish,
German, Dutch), colonial America was predominantly
of one culture, Northern European, and one language,
English, which have provided the base for American
culture ever since.
No matter what the texts of our D of I and
Constitution said, our new government could not have
succeeded had not the thirteen colonies been able to
resolve a broad array of differences many of which were
not political. The bridge that connected, rather than
separated, these interests was the goal of creating a
new form of government based on their common culture.

That America has succeeded as greatly as it has marks
another step in the evolution of WCIV.

its successes and failures, its changes in our character
and values, and the ways in which we view ourselves and
others — is flawlessly recorded in our culture. In no
aspect of our nation is this more evident than the nature
and function of its politics.

OUR POLITICAL CULTURE
The role of politics in culture is not the same in
all societies. Not surprisingly given our circumstances,
politics, whether principled or merely contentious, have
been a consistently prominent aspect of our culture, and
yet their quality and nature have changed dramatically.
In the beginning, our government was long
on idealism and short on money and power. What was
equally as unique as our new form of government was
the continent-wide expanse of land that was ours for
the taking once we removed its indigenous tribes, which
we readily accomplished by use of guile and guns. In
the process we lost some of our idealism and gained
enormous wealth/power from our enlarging territory.
Our westward expansion was an enormous
undertaking and, although it stretched our borders to
embrace over three and a half million square miles and
spectacular vistas unknown to our east coast settlers
and their European forebears, it was a political, as
well as a physical, process. In every town, county and
state political structures had to be established by
their original settlers and then often adapted to the
requirements of statehood and the activities of our
federal government. Politics was an essential part of
our expansion — sometimes peaceful and cooperative;
at other times, violent and bloody. But no matter how
difficult political relations became, the journey was
always worth it; the great prize lay just ahead and almost
within reach.
With unlimited wealth, freedom, opportunity and
land ahead, it is not surprising that money and power
trailed closely behind ready to establish their own
efficiencies and rules of conduct.
The interaction of these four forces — seemingly
limitless natural abundance, totally independent
pioneer populations, emerging political power that
could write its own rules and the return of large
rewards for future generations from settlers’ efforts
— energized a century of America’s greatest growth
and its industrialization. All elements did not work
smoothly together at all times, but when one sputtered
or faltered, the others could adjust their pace/function
and maintain momentum.
Any national effort on a scale such as our
western expansion cannot avoid having a major impact
upon its native culture, and America is proof positive for
this statement. In ways far too numerous to list the US
was transformed from its fledgling national status in the
early 19th century to a dominant world power a hundred
years later, and much of the drama of this history —

POLITICS IN AMERICA – 2015
There is little that our two major parties agree
upon, especially in this year running up to a presidential
election, but candidates and others frequently admit
that “Washington is broken”. This judgment has become
a popular one in recent years, as it has been leveled at
our tax code, our immigration system and our national
budgetary procedure. Contemplating the extent of this
wreckage and its impact upon our politics and government
is not a happy task.
It leads us to the conclusion that our nation
would be better off with better government and less
politics, but unfortunately just the reverse is true today.
Politics rules and the quality of our government, despite
its bloated size, has been consistently downgraded. To
indulge in the finger-pointing blame game two fingers
are needed, as our government’s deterioration has been
accomplished by the full and equal participation of both
Democrats and Republicans.
In this process the idealism that marked our
founding has been exchanged for an atmosphere of brutal
ideology in which political purity, whether expressed in
Republican/Democrat or conservative/liberal dialogue,
enjoys precedence over how our government functions
and the institutions we have created and built for
that purpose. This shift from idealism to ideology
has corrupted our processes and institutions; and
our present state of stalemated ideological warfare
administers a slow, drip anesthetic to our government.
As for Washington being broken, both parties are, of
course, right in what they say and terribly wrong in
what they have done.
*
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This exchange of our early idealism for today’s
ideology is as important a cultural shift as any in our
history. It leaves a cultural record of changed values,
diminished standards and less resolute character for
others to view and ponder. And it renders our own
interactions over today’s complex issues less sure as to
their means and ends.
In this process of “idealism for ideology
exchange”, one experience stands out for its consistency
and impact. It is corruption in its many forms – financial,
constitutional, electoral, political and institutional –
which are so pervasive that providing good government

becomes more difficult even as its size and funding are
increased.
Corruption is a word we have become accustomed
to using when we refer to the politics or finances of
lesser countries in the third or developing worlds, but,
if we are honest, it can be seen to apply just as well to
our own government. We have, for instance, corrupted
the value of our currency over a prolonged period by
policies that have built our national debt to its present
$18 trillion and growing level. These policies are not
thrust upon us by chance, disaster or forces beyond
our control, but are the result of specific actions
either taken, or not taken, by our Congress and our
Federal Reserve Bank (FRB) each acting within its own
sphere of interest. In brief, Congress is charged with
responsibility for the nation’s funding and budgetary
functions, and the FRB for regulating interest rates and
our money supply.
These issues have been fractious ones throughout
our history for most of which, up until 1913, there was
no FRB and the health of the banking system was subject
to the sudden movements of our unsynchronized markets
in the form of frequent and sometimes severe “panics”.
Even in the century since the FRB’s founding
we have continued to experience fluctuations in the
business cycle which we now refer to as “recessions”
or “depressions” because they have a softer sound than
“panics”, but for their victims the pain remains the same.
For the consumer, the voter and the tax payer,
the consequences of these legislative and regulatory
programs are usually felt in small amounts over long
periods. Interest rates usually are adjusted by minor
fractions, prices rise by small percentages and the
effect of changes in currency values, which are traded
daily, require a long period of time to reflect historical
trends.
Towards the end of WW II the US and its allies
sought to construct through the Bretton Woods
agreement a new financial system that could avoid the
causes and consequences of the major financial disasters
that had occurred between the wars. What resulted were
new trade, banking and currency systems and a new way
of thinking that allowed and pushed the US to dominate
the world’s economic transition from war to peace.
Culturally, this role change was a difficult one
for our nation. Whereas the value of our dollar and other
currencies had been based on gold for many years, this
was changed by Bretton Woods and then later terminated
under Pres. Nixon. And from our earliest times we had
been a frugal nation often guided by aphorisms from
Benjamin Franklin or The Bible such as “waste not, want
not” and “a penny saved is a penny earned”. But in the
postwar world of Keynesian economics frugality was out
and lending was in — and in big!
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The economic/political theories proposed to
manage the new era of peace and prosperity announced at
Bretton Woods, based as they were on credit financing,
were fueled by the steadily increasing amounts of money
and power that accrued to America in the course of
Europe’s and Asia’s postwar reconstruction. In most
of the world infrastructure and machinery of every
kind had to be replaced, while US industry had only to
reconvert to the production of consumer goods.
Many fuels are explosive, and money and power
are no exception. As they grew and transformed America
into a sole superpower, they corrupted our political
process and with it the thinking and conduct of our
legislative and executive branches so that ideological
issues and results took precedence over actions
designed to improve, or at least responsibly manage, our
government.
Whether by neglect or intent, and the consistency
of our economic pattern favors the latter, our political
leadership is no longer able to confront such basic
problems as preparing annual budgets, maintaining the
nation’s infrastructure and revising our tax code.
Debt can be a useful economic tool if an orderly
system of borrowing and repayment can be maintained,
whereas debt that exceeds the borrower’s ability to
reduce or repay it can be a trap for both lender and
borrower. In government the matter of debt is further
confused by its status as a political as well as an
economic element.
In America debt is one of Congress’ most popular
“footballs” and the subject of constant partisan
wrangling. Both parties embrace solutions of long
term reductions while allowing frequent short term
increases. The numbers that result will not “work”
either now or in what little we can see of our future.
Later this year Congress will have to either raise
our debt “limit” again or face difficult economic and/
or political consequences. History and politics favor
another increase.
This view of debt and duty is not one of only
economics and politics, but also carries strong cultural
connotations. Within the past two generations America
has transformed itself from the postwar period’s
wealthiest nation and most extensive creditor to our
present status as the world’s largest debtor.
Our present experience of debt, itself, has
completely reversed itself from that of our colonial
origins when our Puritan strain celebrated frugality
and called for debt to be avoided. And freedom from
debt, as our colonies combined and became a nation, was
considered as a lesser aspect of the larger political
freedom to which we aspired.
We have come to rely upon debt as a painless
way to avoid the harsh reality of the consequences

of our policies and politics, and, while both parties
have adopted it with varying rhetoric and degrees of
enthusiasm, it is now gradually being recognized as
a threat that demands action. We measure our debt
in trillions of dollars — numbers so large that they
do not relate in any meaningful way to the numbers
and scale of our lives. This disconnect is bad enough
economically and politically. It is equally, if not more,
damaging culturally — to how we view ourselves, and
how others view us.

challenge it in state and federal courts. These efforts
are especially cynical considering the means possessed
by both branches to change laws.
But it is not only the direct participation of
presidents and congresses that is so cynical. The
efforts to nullify and delegitimize our extant law are
often applied by executive pressure through government
agencies/departments such as the Depts. of Justice (DOJ),
Treasury (DOT), Homeland Security (DHS) and others
that have been formed to serve the needs of the nation
and its people. How do circumvention, executive counter
orders or litigation, especially against states, advance
those purposes?
Our government and much of our culture that
has grown out of it are based in our Constitution and D
o I. Consider, for instance, the preamble to the former:

OUR LAWS AND OUR CULTURE
The unification of our thirteen colonies into
a single, cooperative nation required considerable
legislative skill and vision. Differences could be deep
and arguments bitter, but once passed, bills became
acts which combined to establish “the law of the land”.
It would have been inconceivable for any branch of
government to disregard legislation duly proposed and
passed by Congress.
And yet such disregard is clearly evident in our
current political climate, most notable in regards to our
immigration issue. There we find selective enforcement
of the law so common and frequent that it has become
routine. In this circumstance both our legislative and
executive branches refuse to exercise their various
powers to enforce “the law of the land” as it exists.
In our system each of these branches has
available to it means to change or do away with existing
law. For obvious reasons, in a constitutional, democratic
republic such as ours, revising or eliminating any law
that has been passed by Congress and signed by the
president should not be an easy process. But it can be
done and offers a more honorable choice than trashing
our legislative/enforcement procedure. And honor is a
cultural value.
While immigration has attained recent prominence
as an electoral issue in the GOP nominating debates, it has
been the “poster boy” for selective law enforcement for
over a quarter of a century. Following Pres. Reagan’s
1986 signing of the Immigration Reform and Control
Act (IRCA), which established a “one time” amnesty for
several million illegal aliens in return for improved
entry controls, the immigration floodgates opened wide,
as admissions soared and restrictions were relaxed.
Since then, during the terms of four president (2 Bushes,
Clinton, Obama) and thirteen Congresses, no effort has
been made to enforce either the specific language or the
general intent of our existing immigration law.
Not only have these presidents and congresses
ignored this extensive body of law, but there have been
efforts to both circumvent it and, by Pres. Obama, to

“We the People of the United States, in
Order to form a more perfect Union,
establish Justice, insure domestic
Tranquility, provide for the common
defense, promote the general welfare,
and secure the Blessings of Liberty to
ourselves and our Posterity . . .5 ”
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Those are honorable, not cynical, aims. They are
lofty, generous and designed to benefit all. How can
we reconcile them with both parties’ leaders’ efforts
to subvert our immigration law and the process that
produced it ? The answer is, “we can’t”. We have
arrived at a point in the life of our government when
its leadership has no more belief in the rights of its
citizens than the authoritarian political forms we so
often condemn.
Cynicism is the sworn enemy of the idealism that
drove our founders and led James Madison to describe
their achievement as having “no model on the face of the
earth”; and idealism drives politics because people want
laws they can trust and a reasonable hope for ethical
government – for themselves and their children.
Our government’s failure to enforce its own laws
results from its being unable to resist the corruption
by large amounts of money and power offered on a daily
basis by special interests. Corruption inevitably breeds
cynicism which is reflected in our culture. There, it
conflicts with our early idealism and leaves deep wounds
and ugly scars.
If we are ever to return and lay claim to our
founders’ idealism, we must commence that journey with
this recognition: Their political idealism was given
practical form in our Constitution which establishes the
relations between our three branches of government
and those between the federal government and the
states. It is true that today our government is beset

with problems that did not exist in 1787, but that is no
reason to abandon the principles of what has been our
guiding document for over two centuries.
The “law of the land” is just that — until it is
changed or removed in an orderly manner as prescribed
in the Constitution — and it applies as equally to
immigration and other difficult 21st century issues as it
did when the nation was formed. Sadly, as our political
leaders now find themselves unable or unwilling
to change or enforce it, that responsibility must be
exercised in the voting booth by America’s citizens.
*

*

dramatically with substantial amounts flowing to the
far right and left. At these edges, and armed with funds,
extreme opinions can oppose and chip away at the center
more successfully than they have in the past. This sets
up another powerful confrontation of our time. Can the
strength of msm control and record amounts of funding,
including those from corporate sources, combine
to weaken the center enough so that it can no longer
function as the nation’s stabilizer ?

CULTURE SHOCK

*

It’s true; “Washington is broken”, and this is a
powerful accusation, regardless of which party makes
it, because the accuser knows his target has no quick
or credible reply to escape responsibility. Here, as
a prescient fulfillment of Orwellian prophecy, the
political mood of our day seems to recognize inaction as
a valid form of action. But history tells a different story
to which we must pay attention. The damage done by the
infusion of uncontrolled amounts of money and power
into our political system is extensive and reflected in
our culture. Both can be rescued, but now, it seems, only
by America’s citizens. It’s a “twofer”. Can we respond ?
Can we reclaim our government and our culture ? Can
“broken Washington” be repaired ?
These questions come at a time when much of
our political process is subject to the affluence of
our mainstream media (msm), heavy funding by special
interests and the political determination of our two main
parties; and in combination they lessen the chance of a
grass roots upswell of the type of independent thought
that could reopen our system.
Being trapped between powerful forces of
containment, the risk to our democratic process is that
the public will grow increasingly restless and frustrated
and will succumb to arguments from the far right or far
left to liberate itself. For a democratic republic with
our political and cultural traditions, either one would
be as bad as the other.
Although our “noble experiment” in politics
was viewed as extreme when it was first proposed,
America became a politically centrist nation. We did not
resort to gulags or guillotines to deal with dissent,
but instead relied on our mass of moderate opinion for
orderly political progress and transfers of power.
While the presence and expression of extreme opinions
were allowed as proof of our constitutional liberties,
they could not attract the broad support required to
challenge the popular and established center.
But, like other aspects of our age of msm
manipulation, political funding has increased
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While culture and politics can often be seen as
participants in a “shotgun wedding” with history holding
the gun, there are other aspects of our national culture
that raise relevant questions and concerns. Let’s take
a look at music and, staying within the shadow cast by
politics, look at the music that has emerged from our
wars and become popular.
The several songs that remain with us today
from our Revolutionary and Civil Wars were primarily
upbeat marching songs that aimed to bolster soldiers’
pre-battle spirits. This genre continued to play a role
in later wars, but was greatly overshadowed by the more
personal music and lyrics of the two world wars.
In WW I, for instance, George M. Cohan’s
Over There became immensely popular as a means of
proclaiming our national pride and purpose, but the two
songs that most clearly and frequently expressed our
societal response to the horror of four years of trench
warfare were There’s a Long, Long Trail a Winding and
Keep the Home Fires Burning. Reading their words and
music, and imagining their being sung by soldiers pinned
down in flooded trenches by constant shell fire, draws a
powerful cultural contrast between life on the western
front and fondly recalled times of peace.
“The Great War” produced many other songs of
lesser popularity, both serious and humorous, but none
could equal the two above in portraying the difference
between what humanity intended and what it delivered.
By WW II, only 20 years later, our world of
communications had completely changed. Radio had
gone global, providing instantaneous reporting of
events; all print media coverage became more timely;
and throughout the developed world, but especially in
America’s numerous towns and cities, movie theatres
showed films which presented both the heroism and
evil of war with the forces of good always triumphing.
With the action of battle and the appeal of romance on
screen, the possibilities for an accompanying sound
track were endless. Hollywood, Broadway and local Tin
Pan Alleys gave it their best with the result that from
1940 through 1945 our popular music was focused on
the many demands, successes and failures imposed on our

lives/culture
As a body of pop music, what was created here
and in Europe was quite amazing. Unlike WW I we did
not arrive late and deliver a quick victory. Quite to
the contrary, our American experience of the war was
formed by our having been hit first and hard which set a
different mood for WW II’s music. Another variant in its
style reflected the exponentially larger market created
by the emergence of our mass communications technology
and the vast radio and film audiences it spawned.
Technology changes everything — fashion, art,
architecture, weaponry, medicine and in the way we see,
hear and use them — and WW II’s music was separated
from its predecessor’s by a generation of extraordinary
change. Not surprisingly for a longer, larger and more
lethal war, perhaps, its songs became more personal in
their messages. The war years’ output was enormous, and
there was the usual amount of “June/Moon”, “of you/love
you”, standard issue lyrics. But there were also songs
that dealt with how lives were forced to change and the
inevitable pain, longing and yearning caused by absence
in the course of everyday lives whose color, shape and
content were transformed by war. The first line of one
song from 1943, Don’t Get Around Much Anymore, comes
to mind:
“Missed the Saturday dance,
Heard they crowded the Floor,
Couldn’t bear it without you,
Don’t get around much anymore.”

The truth of our pop music culture today is that
both words and music are given to express and encourage
our society’s surrender to racial and sexual violence,
to drugs, crime, misogyny, killing and the degradation
of law and order as protectors of our communities. At
rock “concerts”, the music electronically amplified
(“technology changes everything”) and joined by
vocalists, reaches a level of assault at which the audience
is energized and manipulated to respond with more and
constant noise. In these cultural events are practices of
crowd control equal to those of ancient cultures and to
the totalitarian ones of our time.
Looking at our contemporary pop music, the
question that won’t go away is, What would Mozart
have thought of it ? Or Bach? Or, nearer our own
time, Stephen Foster, Elgar or Gershwin? And for our
lyrics, so many of which refer to “hos”. “pimps” and
“bitches” in a linguistic mix that draws heavily on street
and domestic violence, how would they be regarded by
those extraordinary show biz lyricists of the 1930-60
generation — Cole Porter, Oscar Hammerstein, Larry
Hart, Alan Jay Lerner and Ira Gershwin? Were we able
to call back any of those earlier artists whose efforts
elevated our culture, how could we explain its present
state and our acceptance of it ?
The naked, and awful, truth seems to be that
most Americans have and show little concern for their
culture beyond what is offered (and they accept) from
the single, most powerful element in our society today
— the ubiquitous, commercial media/entertainment/
sports complex. It is so large and powerful that it exerts
a gravitational pull upon other sectors such as travel,
fashion, education and real estate. It can reasonably lay
claim to be the heart pump of American consumerism.

Other stanzas described similarly human reactions to
the circumstances and events of wartime.
*

*

*

The postwar period revealed a changed world
that we had been decisive in creating, but which we could
not control. Culturally, we fell upon hard times. The
Korean War produced no memorable music and that of
the Vietnam War dealt mostly with its political, rather
than its human, aspects, as evidenced by highly popular
numbers such as Bob Dylan’s Where Have All The Flowers
Gone ? and Pete Seeger’s Knee Deep in The Big Muddy. The
drought in our pop music culture resumed and continued
through the years of our long running engagements in
Afghanistan and Iraq.
This is not surprising, as a culture is not only
judged by its reflections of war. Starting in the 1960’s
our pop music of all kinds began to experience the broad
changes those years brought to our and other cultures.
Elvis Presley and the Beatles were seen as the initiators
of the rock music age in which we are still mired, but
their styles and content pale by comparison to what
rules today, and they are long gone.

SPORTS
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Within this complex that dominates American life
and culture there is one, undisputed king — football.
Prior to our postwar technology expansion, print media
reported almost exclusively on college football’s
Saturday games, as pro football barely existed and the
most that high school games could expect was a brief
paragraph in local papers that reported outcome and
any highly unusual event. Now, online, in print or by
broadcast media everyday of the week, football coverage
is inescapable
The massive growth of football in postwar
America has not resulted from a coming together of
happy circumstances and lofty goals. If we look closely,
we can find in its cultural ascendance some disturbing
truths about ourselves and our institutions.
First, about us; in most of America, beginning
in the elementary school grades and extending through

college, football is in emphasis, status, funding, staffing,
popularity and celebrity the most important sport
offered. For some, its standing is a simple fact of life;
for others, it’s an anomaly; but for most Americans it is
also an act of identification. Unfortunately the identity
gained by constant exposure to football beyond its
actual playing on the field is one gained by association
rather than accomplishment.
What was once a natural undergraduate
expression of college team loyalty/enthusiasm is now
carried into and can control multiple aspects of life’s
later years. In many parts of the country ardent football
fans display characteristics similar to those associated
with cults and religions
Sport is sport and life is life, and often the two
interact in pleasant ways with beneficial results for
both. But we are concerned with one sport’s cultural
eminence and what it says about our cultural values and
energies. At the playing level it provides many of the
benefits that other team and individual sports do, but
it surpasses them in its commitment to and tolerance of
violent physical contact. This acceptance of violence
does not occur only during the player’s school/college
years, but can go dormant and then resurface in other
forms and circumstances. As we have seen increasingly
in recent years, violence that begins in athletics can end
in our criminal justice system.
But our main interest is in football as a cultural
phenomenon with a negative impact upon our society
that owes more to the way we have treated and managed
it than to the game itself. The violence and crime, the
very large sums of money that work their way through
all stages of the sport, the extraordinary degree of
identification by football fans that rises first to a level
of celebration and then to near idolatry — these are
our values added by us, and they leave a dark mark on
the culture we create. Football, the game, could not
do this on its own, but has had to be ably assisted by
powerful partners in our political, educational, media
and commercial sectors.
*

*

*

Still, it is not only their sudden growth in the
span of somewhat less than a century from negligible
to dominant status in our culture by which professional
sports have come to mark our culture. They are another,
less political, more social aspect of America’s public and
private commitment to money and power.
The sports that drive this process are, naturally,
those that draw spectators to their stadiums, fields
or courts over prolonged revenue producing seasons.
There are others such as archery, crew, fencing,
squash and others that are mostly engaged in at club
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or school levels; and there is one notable example of a
sport in transition — our soccer which until recently
was seen in this country as a distant and inferior
relative of football. On the world scale, however, it
is immense, truly global, and the money, media and
madness of its World Cup contests have spilled over to
the US where leagues and governing bodies have been
formed, participation promoted and highly paid athletes
welcomed. Whether it can rise to the level of acceptance
and enthusiasm it enjoys elsewhere is still uncertain,
but there are indications of progress.
This cross-fertilization process is not one-way,
as our professional football and baseball leagues now
cultivate foreign markets with both exhibition games and
regular season events. The money/power context is as
prevalent in international football as it is here, and its
governing body, FIFA, is the object of multiple criminal
investigations involving bribery, money laundering,
officiating irregularities and more. It is quite possible
that “cross-fertilization” might more accurately be
termed “cross-corruption”.
Why so much attention to sports ? Surely our
culture is one comprised of more important elements.
Yes, but because of its size sport dominates many areas
of culture — what we wear and eat, how we spend social
time, what we read, what we think about and what our
msm tell us is important by dint of its coverage.
But with culture there are always contradictions.
The public image of professional sports is one of stadiums
on a beautiful afternoon filled with clean, appropriately
dressed people, all smiling and cheering their teams.
They radiate loyalty, happiness, pride, community and
wholesomeness — certainly a noble facade, but behind
the public persona contradictions of spirit and purpose
abound.
Here, in sport’s interior space, the pursuit of
money and power is as constant as it is in politics. Teams
are owned by wealthy individuals who operate their
teams and appoint the people who manage the leagues
and conduct their business affairs with the media,
government, public, etc. With sports franchises now
changing hands for hundreds of millions of dollars,
owning a major sports team has come to be seen as an
ultimate status symbol, considerably more impressive
than, say, having a yacht or a private island hideaway.
Why ? There are critical differences. The first
is purely economic and is that of the market. The growth
in our money supply and drop in value of the dollar
means that more dollars of demand are competing for
a basically static supply of teams and, as the ranks of
the super rich have grown steadily over the past half
century, the number of buyers, who can afford top dollar
franchise purchases and the competition between them,
has also greatly increased. What results is a classic

“sellers’ market”.
There is also the power, or ego, factor which puts
sports franchise owners on display in a way not available
to yacht/island owners. It is widely acknowledged, and
often by buyers themselves, that later life involvement
with and ownership of a sports team can satisfy or
compensate for unfulfilled dreams of athletic success
in youth. This is a powerful process of identification
that arises from places in our psyche usually beyond
memory’s reach.
But the psychology of identity is not all that
drives billionaire sports team owners. They enjoy the
celebrity factor — the desire to be in the public eye, to
be interviewed, quoted and photographed and, by virtue
of their ownership, to make things happen, to control
events, to issue press releases, comments and criticisms
not just on team matters, but to claim relevance to
the larger worlds of local community issues, politics,
commerce or whatever else may serve the moment or
the ego. In our media driven age of personality as a
commodity, the sports franchise owner can be a market
maker.
In matters of culture, sport can offer
contradictions as readily as politics. Consider the case
earlier this year of Los Angeles’ NBA6 team, the Clippers,
and its wealthy, but not wise, owner, Donald Sterling.
In a sport dominated by Afro-Americans, as was also his
team, Sterling delivered racially demeaning remarks
about them to an either current or former girl friend
who recorded and then released them to the media.
The result was instant and expected. Sterling
was found by his fellow owners to have violated his
owner’s contract with the NBA by actions that damaged
the league and the game. His contract was terminated
and he was forced to sell the Clippers. The pain of
his expulsion and transition from owner to outcast,
however, was somewhat mollified by the Clippers’ sale
price of slightly less than one billion dollars. Major
sport franchises appear to be loss-proof assets in our
current culture.
As the key driver of our entertainment culture,
sports cannot be ignored — neither because of what
we invest in them, nor for what we take in return.
The Sterling/Clippers tale, as old-time newspaper
reporters used to say, “has everything” — wealth, race,
indiscretion, failed romance, retribution, celebrity,
rescue, etc. — a cultural comet, briefly lighting up our
media sky and capturing our attention as it passes.
*

*

*

At the broad, popular base of the sport pyramid
is the “fan” — one person who has been incentivized to
give priority to a team’s “brand” in what he buys or uses,
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what he watches on TV or reads, where he travels and
socializes and how he dresses. All these choices come
together to form a bond and values which then produce
an identity. This can be tricky ground for a base, as it
can also be used to share or to express superiority.
In our sport culture, it does both. The individual
fan is strengthened by his bond with the many millions
of others who “love the game”. But just beyond that
bond of commonality emerges a sense of superiority that
demands one fan’s brand must be perceived, pursued
and proven as better than all others — more colorful,
more expressive, richer, more skillful, more justified,
warmer, more deserving, etc. Many of sport’s fan values
are cultural ones which we, as a society, embrace. In
21st century America sport is culture and culture is
sport; and sport is also entertainment and identity.
Their difference is a matter of cultural
importance. In the beginning, sport was intended to
provide exercise and competition for players and
entertainment for observers. Most sports originated
in the amateur environment of schools and colleges,
although some established themselves by a “pass the
hat” revenue system.
WW II serves as a critical dividing line for
our sport culture. In prewar America, even though
professional baseball was still deemed “our national
game”, its sixteen teams represented only 9 cities, all
located east of the Mississippi. Postwar college football
play, however, dominated the autumn season throughout
the country. With the resulting growth of media and
money, sport became entertainment plus identity.
We can cite this shift as being one derived from
attendance/population growth, our new national highway
system or our emerging media technology. Each played its
part, but there was something else taking place beneath
the surface and beyond the range of our vision. This
shift was cultural, a recalling of the ancient practice
whereby our sense of identity attaches itself to tribal
differences. The sports bond, the new identity, the intense
loyalty are fueled by game attendance or TV viewing, by
socializing built around them, by conversation and dress
and by constant publicity.
Personal identities can be fragile constructs at
best, but when millions are joined by common practice
or purpose, they become a major cultural force. And,
although our mechanisms have been tribal, what has
resulted is a major component of our current culture.
Why is this important ? Why have we placed such
emphasis on sport in our discussion of culture other
than its size/popularity ? It is because our escalating
investment of time, money and effort in sport, as
entertainment and identity, has become a form of excess
that robs other aspects of our culture of much needed
energy. Any change will have to commence with a few

voices barely audible over the present din and they
will confront the determined resistance of the status
quo — commercial, political, religious interests — but
cultures can be changed and our present paradigm shows
need of repair.
*

*

*

The numbers of people and dollars that comprise
our sports culture are truly immense, and their multiple
interactions are immeasurable, but they all come
together in one place — Las Vegas, NV — the center for
all US sports wagering. Here the odds are determined
and made public for college and professional team games,
horse racing, boxing and other events in this country, as
well as special international occasions. Las Vegas odds
are published daily in newspapers throughout the US for
one purpose only — to facilitate betting; legal where
possible, and illegal where not.
Nevada, before WW II, was a thinly populated, wide
open state offering gambling, prostitution and “quickie”
divorces. It was easily accessible from LA and SF and
served as a shelter for organized crime bosses and their
funds even after the Kefauver hearings in the early
1950s shut down most of the nation’s gambling centers.
With the growth of postwar TV sports coverage, betting
demand exploded, and the leading crime families imposed
order on the market by establishing a national system
for fixing and adjusting odds.
Behind the facade of sport as “good, clean fun”
that is promoted in a player’s school, college and pro
years there is a world driven by both legal and illegal
commercial interests where every action, product and
player has a money value. While it has been developed
over the athlete’s playing years, this value expresses
itself most clearly and importantly at those critical
times of passage from high school to college and then
from college to the professional leagues.
No young elementary school student can engage
in one of our four main team sports (football, baseball,
basketball, hockey) without being made aware, either at
home or at school, of the personal benefits they offer
to those who pursue them and succeed — money, status,
celebrity and the enjoyment of “life at the top”. To be
fair, especially in the younger years, these benefits
are not usually verbalized, but there is generally an
awareness among players, and not denied by coaches,
that athletics provide an alternate path through school
in which “making the team” becomes an immediate
goal which will then make possible passing the test of
choosing and being admitted to the next educational
level. Whether verbalized or not, there is an atmosphere
shared by parents, friends, coaches, teammates and local
media that, like a railroad, education offers two tracks
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pointing in the same direction towards the future. Take
your pick.
The role of our colleges and universities in the
growth of sports in our culture has been a conflicted
one. Intercollegiate team contests first appeared in the
US in the latter half of the 19th century. They grew in
popularity in the generation between the wars, forming
conferences of regional competition and enjoying the
publicity afforded by radio and the new easy access by
automobile.
But technology changes everything — sports and
education included. In the aftermath of WW II college
enrollments surged as the result of the GI Bill; and
color TV and jet air travel spread the sports experience
to every home and to all parts of the country.
A nexus of financial interest formed with benefits
for all involved. Alumni spectators relived their youth
as late-in-life heroes and in their new identity ramped
up their donations to their colleges’ scholastic/athletic
programs. Our institutions of higher learning responded
with year ‘round PR programs, mailings, solicitations
and the expansion of naming rights. The latter, which
had historically been used posthumously to identify
large structures such as buildings or athletic stadiums,
were resized so that the name of a living donor of a
modest amount could appear on an athletic locker, a
desk, a chair and even an individual brick in a courtyard.
In a somewhat more subtle way, the “we’re
#1” argument was able to energize our educational
institutions as well as their alumni. Money flowed in
every direction and seasons were extended to hold
play-off or championship games. But what has led our
educational institutions to the rather questionable path
they have chosen for expanding sport’s place on campus
and in our culture ?
The answer is a practical one. The greatly
increased number of college enrollments created by
the GI Bill gave rise to student calls for more sports
programs and facilities. As football’s large stadiums
and higher ticket prices had supported all other campus
programs, many college stadiums were expanded or
rebuilt to attract larger crowds and their revenues.
These decisions proved to be donor popular, and college
level athletics had taken a step that seemed pragmatic at
the time, but had fateful future consequences.
From a cultural perspective, sport was no longer
part of something. It was something — huge, commanding,
and ever present; and staggeringly commercial, taking in
and paying out money 24/7. But money, as powerful as
it is, is not the only dominating force in sport; equally
responsible for sport’s cultural growth has been the
increasing, and now nearly total, attention it elicits
from the public.
“Attention” may not be strong enough to

describe the popular response to sport and, especially,
to football for which “absorption”, “identification” or
“mania” might fit better. Local newspapers in small or
medium size American cities fill their sports sections
in season with detailed accounts of games or practice
sessions; and out of season with voluminous reports
of personal or team trivia. There is no such thing as
a sports writer having nothing to write about in the
“dead” time between seasons; if there is no news, the
writer must come up with something that hopefully will
pass for it. The public beast must be fed ! However we
may regard sport individually, it now holds a position of
eminence in our culture, and we have put it there.
*

*

DRUGS IN SPORTS

*

In our and other cultures there are always
contradictions some of which, over time, turn to
vapor or dust and disappear, leaving, as in some faded
photograph, the blurred image of what we once had been.
In our 21st century sports culture there is no shortage
of contradictions.
Those must concerned with the social ills in
our country tend to view professional sports as a
societal plus because they offer athletes from poverty
backgrounds a career, compensation and an exit pass
from the circumstances of their early years. There is
some truth in this, and we should be thankful for it, but
there is also a record of contradiction which reveals
that many athletes are unable to handle new wealth or
the problem of restricting the violence of their careers
to the playing field and not letting it find its way to
their family/social relations.
A further and larger contradiction occurs when
the athlete’s usually brief playing and high compensation
years come to an end. In many cases, when past
extravagance leaves nothing for the future, the player’s
exit pass from poverty becomes a round trip ticket. And
even if wealth and celebrity can be maintained, the lives
of athletes who engage in the major team sports can
include visits to family/criminal courts and behavioral
or physical rehab facilities.
The full cycle from poverty to success and back,
is one of human waste that draws our sympathy. We see it;
we watch it play out; but we are distanced from it by the
gulf between public and private and we cannot intervene.
The amount of violence in our society and its
increasing toleration by our media, courts and politicians
leaves a stain on our culture. Whether sport violence
is part of it, or merely similar to it, is not important.
They are joined on the surface by time and place, and
beneath it by our own conflicts and contradictions
which, whether recognizable or not, are important in the
record we write and leave.
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It is not surprising that, as money and power
were drawn to sports over the past half century, drug
use would quickly follow. Today, in America, our drug
culture is pervasive. For most non-athletes their drug
exposure is recreational/social and provides a physical
and psychological “lift” to their routine concerns.
With the physical component of sports, however,
the lure of drugs was seen to meet a work place, as
well as a recreational, need. Drugs were promoted,
and proven, to elevate performance in a world of fierce
competition where the difference between winning and
losing could be measured in fractions of seconds or the
smallest of distances.
Sport everywhere changed, and only recently
have we learned how widespread drug use has become.
Lance Armstrong incredibly won seven consecutive Tour
de France cycling victories. When investigations by
French and other international authorities followed him
into retirement, his guilt was substantiated and all his
titles/trophies cancelled.
In baseball, players bulked up on steroids, and
in one year two players surpassed the seasonal home
run record of 61 by about 20. As rumors, and even
evidence, of drug use grew, team owners and league
governing bodies could claim innocence from the results
of internal investigations and hope to deflect public
attention. Prosecutions were rare, and convictions
rarer, but occasionally a “name” player was found
guilty of violating league regulations or “controlled
substance” laws and subject to punishment by fines and/
or suspension.
For a variety of reasons, including the source
and nature of testimony, appeals were often successful
and reform efforts fell short of their goals. Today,
these attempts are gaining ground because of recent
evidence of the spread of drug use to more sports, as
well as the high profile European exposure of doping in
cycling, international football and track/field events.
Drugs in sport leave a very clear trail of shared
benefits. The essence of performance enhancing drugs
is that they enable the body to function at a higher
level without interfering with its normal qualities of
perception, vision, coordination, etc. Players who use
them gain body mass and strength which, in baseball for
instance, can increase the distance of a batted ball and,
in doing so, convert long fly balls into home runs.
Hitting more and longer home runs energizes
the fans who buy more tickets, merchandise and the
outrageously high priced food and beverages sold at
games. More revenues from these sources, parking
and, hopefully, postseason play delight owners and
translate into larger returns for leagues’ and owners

media revenues. This is a system of considerable codependency with benefits for all, and, much like the
college professionals process, no one wants to break
rank.

which they have grown to influence and dominate our
lives. In 21st century America, sport is a creature that
wears many masks — economic, athletic, educational,
social and political — that confuse its message and
those who observe and engage in it.
Our opinion is that its most valuable contribution
to our culture is on the playing field where its positive
values can be discovered and shared by players in their
school and college years. These values, which include
joy, teamwork, discipline, fairness, sacrifice, honor,
excellence and more, build character, courage and
conscience that are key to success in later life. These
are the original values that spawned college athletic
contests and then programs. That was then.
This is now, and our money/power society has
left its mark of consumerist addiction on our experience
of sport. The players, for whom sports exist, have
been overshadowed by an overwhelming combination of
commercial, educational and political interests. These
have come to define athletes and athletics in ways which
are measured by superiority over others and success at
any price. In our culture, these resonate with the public
culture, and create identity which is a highly marketable
product. Throughout this process it is supported and
advanced by the presence and flow of large amounts of
money, with ample opportunity to corrupt at every age
and stage.
If we think back to our own youth. We can recall
how impressionable and intense we were about athletics
— about equipment, play, heroes, loyalties, practice and
media coverage. It was all an exciting world of which we
were beginning to take part with juvenile enthusiasm and
pride.
Today’s young student athlete, looking ahead
to college and beyond, cannot avoid reports of
cheating, doping, bribery and even more severe forms
of anti-social behavior that derive from the money/
power factor. It will take a very determined coalition
of interests to undertake, let alone accomplish, any
meaningful reformation, but it must be done. Otherwise,
the pursuit of “more” is bound to grow in our culture
and in importance in the way young athletes view their
futures.

SPORTS, DRUGS AND POLITICS
Culture is a mass identity formed by many
individuals’ thoughts and actions. Our present collective
obsession with sports and our individual addictions to
drugs are both ways in which our 21st century society
has chosen to seek identity, and that they have failed
us and our culture should not come as a surprise, as
they lack a key element which has been a critical part of
America’s development since its earliest days.
To this missing ingredient we apply the label
cooperative energy — a force which blew through
the usual political divisions of our first generation
of independence and then set the national tone for
our westward expansion and industrialization. And
it resurfaced in the 20th century’s two world wars.
Throughout this century and a half of exceptional
change, growth and opportunity the combined energy
and emerging identity of the American people provided
a unique and powerful force that was constructive,
liberating and self-renewing.
Today, that force appears to be dormant, having
been beaten down by group think, PC, wealth, corruption
and the many ways by which our political parties have
betrayed us.
Think for a moment of the amount of energy, time
and thought lost to watching the endlessly repetitive
struggle between offense and defense on sports tv; or
the wasted time and expectation that our society has
assigned to drug addiction. Consider what would be the
impact on our time, our society and our government were
we able to regroup these energies and expectations into
a national cooperative energy and set it on a different
path.
This would be a complicated and demanding task
that could recast our life and culture. To accomplish it
would not be impossible; nor, however, would it be likely.
But, in our opinion, any political party or leader with
the courage and conviction to move the country in this
direction could expect to find initial opposition followed
by growing support. We will never be able to do away
with our tribal patterns completely, but by shrinking
our identification with sport back to its entertainment
level and applying it to our nation’s cultural issues we
could redefine America’s future in a way more consistent
with its extraordinary past.
We have given more attention to sports than we
had originally intended because of the multiple ways in
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On page 7 we mentioned “honor” in a political and cultural
context. Now long gone from government, it was present
at our beginning in the last line of the D. of I. — “we
mutually pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes,
and our Sacred Honor”. Simply unimaginable today !
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Year End Opportunities

FOLD AND TEAR ALONG PERFORATION

As year end approaches, we hope you will consider a tax
deductible donation to the CPC and/or a subscription
to MOC as a four times a year gift.

1

AFTERBURN: SOCIETY BEYOND FOSSIL FUELS BY RICHARD
HEINBERG. NEW SOCIETY PUBLISHERS, BC CANADA 2015

2

ESTIMATES OF AMERICA’S MUSLIM POPULATION ARE MANY AND
VARIED — US CENSUS BUREAU, PEW RESEARCH AND OTHER
GOVERNMENT, ACADEMIC AND COMMERCIAL SOURCES. THE ONE
COMMON FACTOR IS THAT OUR MUSLIM POPULATION HAS INCREASED
RAPIDLY SINCE 9/11. THE YEARBOOK OF AMERICAN AND CANADIAN
CHURCHES SHOWED THE NUMBER OF MUSLIMS IN AMERICA AT
THAT TIME AS 3,950,000, WHILE ISLAMIC HORIZONS ESTIMATES
THERE ARE NOW 8 TO 10 MILLION MUSLIMS IN NORTH AMERICA,
AND THE FIGURE MOST GOVERNMENT SOURCES HAVE USED IN THE
PAST IS 6 MILLION. CAROL BROWN, IN THE MUSLIM POPULATION
OF AMERICA IS EXPANDING AT WARP SPEED, AMERICANTHINKER.
COM, 1/21/15, CITES A RANGE OF 3 TO 7 MILLION. WE HAVE USED 7
MILLION BECAUSE OF THE RECENT, ACCELERATING PACE OF MUSLIM
ADMISSIONS FROM THE NEAR EAST AND AFRICA ENCOURAGED BY
OBAMA ADMINISTRATION POLICIES AND ORDERS.

3

THE TOTAL US POPULATION FOR OUR CENTURY’S END OF 1 BILLION
IS ONE USED BY MULTIPLE SOURCES. THE PROJECTION OF A MUSLIM
POPULATION OF 42% IS THE AUTHOR’S.

4

2 ARRESTED IN KILLING OF BLOGGER BY JULHAS ALAM, ASSOCIATED
PRESS VIA PALM BEACH POST 8/15/15

5

CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES.
PHILADELPHIA, PA

SEPTEMBER 17,1787.

6

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION

7

THE SECOND COMING, WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS

CENTER FOR PUBLIC CONSCIENCE

P.O. Box 220722, West Palm Beach, FL 33422-0722
E mail: moconscience@aol.com Website: www.centerforpublicconscience.org
Bromwell Ault, Founder / Editor:
SUBSCRIPTION FORM
Check Here
(

)

Amount Enclosed
Please enter my subscription to Matters of Conscience for one year at the
rate of $75

$75.00

Back Issues: All prior issues except the most recent are available on our website.
We also have a limited supply of all issues in print form, and can provide copies upon request.
(

)

I would like to support the work of the Center for Public Conscience and have
included a tax deductible contribution of

$ ________

Please print:
Name:_____________________________________________________________________ 			
Address:____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

		

Total amount enclosed $ ________

Please make checks payable to: Center for Public Conscience

Contributions in excess of the $75.00 subscription fee are deemed tax deductible
charitable donations under Section 501(c) (3) of the IRS code.

15

16

BROMWELL AULT
CENTER FOR PUBLIC CONSCIENCE
P.O. BOX 220722
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33422-0722

FIRST CLASS MAIL
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